WILCOX DATA SHEET-VERIFICATION CHECKLIST

COUNTY: PANOLA

WELL OWNER: Crowder 2

U.S.G.S. NO.: U-33

B.O.H. NO.: 650003-01

LOCATION:

MAP: NW, NW, NW, NW 531, T27N, R2E

GPS:

ELEV. (MSL): 143' 11/14/94

W.L. (L.S.): (1) - 30.58' 11/14/94

(2) - 30.58' 11/14/94

HEAD (MSL): +132.43' 11/14/94

SCREENED INTERVAL: 890' - 981' (LS) - 727' - 762' (MSL) 11/14/94

AQUIFER VERIFIED: Middle Wilcox


DATA ENTERED: 

CHECKED

U.S.G.S. E-LOG #17